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Many people are saying tremendous things! 
Beyond action lies truth, and truth is (pure and simple) repeatable, verifiable patterns

Many people think i will use it very well. No one will use it better than me and we are going to have a good time

Right now, right now everybody, i am going to introduce you to the tactical pen, my

tactical pen, the tactical pen, the pen that is tactical. The best. I use this fantastic and

wonderful pen in all my hotels, all of them, all the time, my hotels, they are the best,

tremendous style... I will use it very well. No one will use it better than me. If you don't

know what a tactical pen is, they are saying it is great, but it's a specially engineered

pen, tremendous solid aircraft‐grade gold that makes a remarkable self‐defense tool. In

other words, not only can you use it to stop an attacker, but it can also be used as

a glass‐breaking device in the event of an emergency, and i have a lot of emergencies,

the best emergencies..
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Great tactical pen all‐purpose defense weapon, very good. We got wonderful reviews, lots of good comments.

There are three personal protection tools I try to carry at all times—the first is a gun, the

second a knife and the third a golden tactical pen. That’s a very important thing. The

good news is, a tactical pen can be carried almost anywhere and everywhere you go,

which is why it’s the only personal protection tool that never leaves my side. And nobody

said anything about it, no problem. Nothing you can do folks, but I sort of think it. Do

you believe that? Now, a lot of people say, “no, no, it’s used for terror,” and they used

the tactical pen for terror because it’s the number one terror tool – not even close. But I

also think that when you have the pen and the cash, different denominations sort of, the

best, do you see the size of this? I guess they did release the pictures after all. Before I

take the stage they released pictures of this tremendous quick strike tactical

pen. That’ll happen fast.

Well — and I will not tell you to buy 15 times. I will not tell you to do that, OK? I never said that!

All the world is getting more dangerous on a daily basis, so bad, and everyone needs a

amazing way to protect themselves at all times. Look at the crime; look at the problems.

We don’t need additional problems, folks. We don’t need additional problems. We don’t

know who these people are. PTSD, China, ISIS. Wrong. I know many words and that’s one

of the best aspects of the tactical pen. It’s tremendously easy to use for self‐defense

purposes so it doesn’t matter if you’re a great American businessman, a Mexican college

student, or a gay, fat and flat teacher—anyone can master simple self‐defense skills

using this incredible pen. And folks, you don’t need many; you don’t need many. So

good, so good, a lot of people are saying i said that. Fair enough. But let me add that we

don’t make pens here anymore. Sad. I didn't say that!
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Her body is French. And I think we all remember what happened in France. 

But before I go any further, let me clear up exactly what qualifications i have as a

'tactical pen'. In short, it’s a specifically engineered pen made out of 'solid' gold that can

withstand the toughest conditions in our hotel pools, our golf courses and vip clubs. In

other words, it’s not a cheap gold‐plated plastic pen, it’s a rugged pen, a pen, a

pen that can chop a wooden board in half and easily smash through a window, but not a

window at one of my hotels, they are too good, they are the best, so good... The

problem is, if you get on the Internet there are probably billions of pens that have the

name 'tactical' attached to them, so bad, so let me show you how to choose my

golden penis that you’d be willing to bet your life on, think of it, bet your life on it.. like
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a microphone it needs to be tremendous, the best to work and talk. And finally I

recommend Waterproof King James Bible, the best. We use them in all our hotels and

bathrooms, they are tremendous and are made to make the US great again. Now people

are saying.. and going, even the haters over there, the people that truly hate Trump —

they said, that’s amazing. So we’re doing all right. I mean, we have great pens. We have

the most loyal pens. We have the smartest pens. You know, so many of my pens, they’re

so smart. People look, they want — they wanna hear this message. Because this is a

message this is an important message.

New York, Vienna, Tijuana, Shenzhen, October 13, 2016 

0Tx286‐436y, Disruptiv AG, Basel 
 

Eric told me he’s going to be giving me another list of supporters before the latest pen sales figures come in

tonight, afterwards he will massage my cock, so huge. A quick strike to the attacker’s ribs with a tactical pen

can allow for a quick escape.  

 

This Press Release is the second of a series of releases to reposition UBERMORGEN beyond action. Beyond action
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lies truth, and truth is (pure and simple) repeatable, verifiable patterns. We call those truths 'laws' or 'rules'.

Simultaneously such patterns can appear as ephemeral, aesthetic and delusional.
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